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RESULT 

In the rare disease community within various projects researchers are joining forces to solve rare diseases. Omics data of patient 

samples is gathered from centers all over the continent, or beyond. Such analysis requires FAIR data. To ensure accessibility and 

enable researchers from different centers to jointly analyze these samples we have created the analytical sandbox/RD3 tandem, 

that consists of the sandbox, an HPC compute environment, and to aid findability and reusability, the RD3 (Rare Disease Data 

about Data) database. Metadata on subjects, samples and laboratory experiments are stored in RD3.  

 

MOLGENIS is a fully customizable tool suite for 

complex life science data and computations. 

MOLGENIS is open source and free.  

More information: https://www.molgenis.org  
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Virtual Research Environment 

We can reproduce a complete 

virtual ‘HPC’ cluster with a single 

command using OpenStack and 

Ansible, for example at 

Groningen Center of Information 

Technology “Shikra” cloud or at 

the “Embassy” cloud of the 

European Bioinformatics 

Institute.  

Reproducible Deployement 
 

All software and reference data are 

automatically deployed using 

EasyBuild and 

versionable  using  Linux module 

system to ensure to quickly and 

exactly replicate analyses on 

multiple sites enabling QC/test, fail-

over and scientific reproducibility. 

  

We created MOLGENIS ‘rare and 

common disease data about 

data’ (RD3) database, which 

enables central tracking of 

studies, subjects, samples, files, 

workflows, tasks, runs, jobs and 

progress monitoring of all 

analysis steps involved.  

FAIR GENOMES data tracker Declarative Omics Pipelines 
 

We implemented DNA, RNA and 

microbiome pipelines using 

MOLGENIS/compute workflow 

framework which enables fast 

declarative definition and logging of 

advanced Linux-based 

bioinformatics workflows. 

In addition, other omics analysis 

tools are available for custom 

analysis.  

Findable and Accessible 

RD3 and sandbox connect to the 

European Genome-Phenome Archive 

(EGA) through Filesystem in Userspace 

(FUSE) and download client. Persistent 

Identifiers ensure unique file 

identification. Using Elixir AAI the data 

can be securely accessed.    

Interoperable and Reusable 

RD3 and sandbox use standard 

file formats such as VCF & PED  

and are early adopters  

of phenopackets, a GA4GH 

suggested standard. 


